Info@sironadental.co.uk

thanks to CEREC surface data. For the very first time in CBCT imaging, the periodontal tissues can now be assessed and treated precisely and safely in a single visit. Until now CBCT was limited to surgical and restorative treatments in dentistry. Surgical and restorative treatment can now be planned and performed entirely in 3D, leaving no time for error. The new X-Komet Oval is ideal for any practitioner looking to increase the convenience and safety of their endodontic treatment. Featuring a large LCD screen that displays the 3D information of the pulp chamber and preparation of the chamber walls in one operation.

For more information please contact your local representative, Freephone +44 0800 272 3313 or visit www.dentsply.co.uk

SmartStart is highly recommended. The Smartstart team looked into an innovation and created the perfect treatment very easy to use, ergonomic and lightweight motor handpiece, the X-Smart Dual 2-in-1 Apex Locator and Endo Motor.

For the very first time people can experience pain relief effectively, an innovative, user friendly and effective pain relief device which helps minimise operator fatigue, and is extremely fast and easy to use. Enables clinicians to accurately and precisely cut the end off gutta percha points before the root canal. The kit comes complete with a handpiece, four interchangeable cutting tips, a handpiece holder, two rechargeable batteries and a battery charger.

Cavendish for optimum flexibility and conveniences, it is extremely lightweight, which helps minimise operator fatigue, and is extremely fast and easy to use. Enables clinicians to accurately and precisely cut the end off gutta percha points before the root canal. The kit comes complete with a handpiece, four interchangeable cutting tips, a handpiece holder, two rechargeable batteries and a battery charger.

Finally, a Simple Rotary System for Everyday Endodontics! The R&S range of endodontic instruments are market leaders across Europe and with Dental Sky as the exclusive UK distributor they are sure to be a success in the UK. The latest addition to the range is the new CMA nickel-titanium rotary file system. The CMA System was designed to simplify endodontic treatments by minimizing the number of instruments necessary and providing one uncomplicated sequence for both treatment and retreatment.

CMA stands for Camel, Medora and Apical end provides a simple sequence with only 4 instruments in the range. Camel C2 files out the coronal portion of the canal, RediFit to enlarge the middle part of the canal and Apical Fine A1 and Apical A2 to enlarge the apical part of the canal. CMA provides safe, secure and reliable rotary instruments with several unique design features including a shorter handle to improve ease of access to the working length and a helical shape to aid removal of debris from the canal. CMA instruments also have a cross-section with 3 cutting angles for excellent cutting efficiency and a helical shape to aid removal of debris from the canal. CMA instruments also have a helical shape to aid removal of debris from the canal. CMA instruments also have a helical shape to aid removal of debris from the canal.

For further information telephone Quality Endodontic Distributors Ltd on 01733 450499, email sales@qedendo.co.uk, fax 01733 361243 visit www.qedendo.co.uk or contact your local QED Salesperson.

www.primalendodonticgroup.com

SmartStart has revolutionised the treatment of endodontic patients. The SmartStart system is the ultimate answer to the problem of endodontic treatment. The cost effective and user friendly pain relief device which helps minimise operator fatigue, and is extremely fast and easy to use. Enables clinicians to accurately and precisely cut the end off gutta percha points before the root canal. The kit comes complete with a handpiece, four interchangeable cutting tips, a handpiece holder, two rechargeable batteries and a battery charger.

For further information please telephone Quality Endodontic Distributors Ltd on 01733 450499, email sales@qedendo.co.uk, fax 01733 361243 visit www.qedendo.co.uk or contact your local QED Salesperson.

For further information please contact your local quality Endodontic Distributors Ltd on 01733 450499, email sales@qedendo.co.uk, fax 01733 361243 visit www.qedendo.co.uk or contact your local QED Salesperson.
Tavom offers ergonomic, cost effective and durable solutions to every practice. With a vast product range benefiting from the latest materials and technology, whatever your refurbishment or replacement needs, call Tavom UK on 0870 5500 2954 exts 223/224 or visit our website www.tavomukdent.com.

Tavom has supplied dental practices with high quality furniture, cabinetry and equipment since 1975, and today is recognised as a committed market leader with unparalleled expertise in this specialised field.

With a vast product range benefiting from the latest materials and technology, Tavom offers ergonomic, cost effective and durable solutions to every dental practice. Whether you normally wear glasses during your treatment, or you require additional lighting to assist you, Tavom has the solution for you.

To meet patients’ rising expectations of the dental experience, as well as to attract and retain quality staff, the surgery environment must be welcoming as well as functional. Tavom consultants are able to offer advice on the optimal design and layout that will impact the overall comfort and functionality of the dental practice. As well as incorporating the benefits of ongoing research into materials and design, all Tavom products are backed by standards of customer service celebrated throughout the industry.

Whatever your refurbishment or replacement needs, call Tavom UK on 0870 752 1121 for specialist advice and a professional solution.

For more information please call Sue O’Brien on 02920 442 818 or email education@henscheininova.co.uk.
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**Industry News**

---

**A-Dec 500: the Best Choice for Practitioner and Patient**

Dr Matthew Jones holds a Master's degree from the University of Birmingham and is experienced in general dental practice and oral surgery. He is the principal of Ivory Bespoke Dentistry in Henley-on-Thames, a practice which he established to further his interest in patient led treatment planning and excellence in dental treatment.

How is the A-Dec 500 Better?

- **Simplified delivery system**: the principal of Ivory Bespoke Dentistry in Henley-on-Thames, a practice which he established to further his interest in patient led treatment planning and excellence in dental treatment.
- **Reduced hand and head gear:** streamlining the design of A-Dec 500 allows easier access for treatment and I highly recommend the A-Dec 500。“He adds: "The general styling also helps to create the right environment for treatment."

In addition to its surgical design and build quality, Clark Dental provides practices with a range of superior products, from dental chair and cabinet to top specification equipment including the Schick Technologies range Senora Gallas II. The A-Dec 500 is Ideal for all clinics.

For more information contact Clark Dental Tickford Essex Office on 01258 735146 or email enquiries@clarkdental.co.uk

---

**Quality for your patients**

Dr James Goolnik and Chris Barrow will provide a revolutionary approach to individual prophylaxis as well as knowledge of how to use the latest tools correctly.

Dr James Goolnik has recently upgraded to the A-Dec 500, supplied by Clark Dental, as the best choice for him and his patients. "I like the continous delivery system, less hand and head gear and general styling. The streamlined design of A-Dec 500 allows easier access for treatment and I highly recommend the A-Dec 500."

For more information contact Clark Dental Tickford Essex Office on 01258 735146 or email enquiries@clarkdental.co.uk

---

**Preventative Hygiene**

Gentle and Effective Cleaning with Curaprox Curaprox are providers of high quality oral hygiene products and know that clean teeth and healthy gums means happy patients.

Using the right toothbrush is the first step in effective preventative care, and hard bristles can cause gum damage. In response, Curaprox have developed a range of soft brush bristles for gentle, yet effective cleaning.

---

**CarieScan Pro™**

Caripro Celebrates a Successful ISTD Sustainable Combined Orthodontic Systems

Caripro are delighted by the overwhelmingly positive response from their recent UK course on sustainable orthodontic prophylaxis. Held at the luxury Chapman Springs Resort in Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire, attendees found a wealth of useful information that they can now take back and implement into their daily patient care.

Using intensive practical workshops held on the 30th – 31st October, the delegates enjoyed getting hands-on experience with the range of innovative oral hygiene equipment from Curapro.

For more information please email clare@curaprox.co.uk

---

**Clearstep System**

Clearstep System is an innovative five-step programme that is simple to use, providing patients with a beautiful smile, and GDPs with the ability to offer a GDP-friendly orthodontic solution.

For more information please email clare@curaprox.co.uk

---

**Sweet Success**

Caripro Celebrates a Successful ISTD Sustainable Combined Orthodontic Systems

Caripro are delighted by the overwhelmingly positive response from their recent UK course on sustainable orthodontic prophylaxis. Held at the luxury Chapman Springs Resort in Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire, attendees found a wealth of useful information that they can now take back and implement into their daily patient care.

For more information please email clare@curaprox.co.uk

---

**Bite it!**

Professionals are provided with high quality dental equipment from Curaprox.

For more information on the conference and exhibition, register on www.bite-it.co.uk, email info@the-FACE.co.uk or phone 01409 254 354. To watch videos on facial aesthetic treatments visit theYouTube channel paulcooke

---

**Is your skin treatment competitive?**

Association for Facial Aesthetics benchmarking reveals growing competition

CODE – The Association for Facial Aesthetics has just published the results of its annual survey of facial aesthetics treatment and prices. The survey, which provides an essential guide for those fees charged for different procedures, includes for the first time newer treatments such as Dermaroller and IPL treatments, which have become more popular. Indeed, the average fees for most treatments have not increased and in the case of volumisers, they have even dropped.

Interestingly, though, this year’s results reveal a much wider discrepancy between the highest and lowest fees being charged for botulinum toxin treatment compared with last year, with the fees for three areas of treatment ranging from £167 to £317 and one area of treatment being offered for as little as £47.

The full report is issued free to CODE AAMA members. For more information about the report or more about the full report please visit the-face.co.uk, email info@the-FACE.co.uk or phone 01404 254 354. To watch videos on facial aesthetic treatments visit theYouTube channel paulcooke.

---

**Dentalair**

DentalAir is the only specialist compressor systems could be harbouring potentially lethal pathogens. High levels of moisture and the presence of mineral oil in a breathing field for bacteria, hazardous not only to patients but practice staff as well.

Enter into the most productive relationship of your career with DentalAir, and closed ceremony beginning at 16:45 on Saturday 3 July.

Registration is from 14:00 on Thursday 1 July with the welcome address by Marina Harris, BDIA President, at 14:30. Following the full programme of speakers, an exhibition and social events, the symposium finishes with a closing ceremony beginning at 16:45 on Saturday 3 July.

For more information, to ensure they receive regular updates and to book a place, those interested should visit www.bda.org.uk

---

**Dental Hygiene**

Webl-class dental hygiene event

The International Symposium on Dental Hygiene (ISDH) will take place at the Scottish Exhibition & Conference Centre (SECC), Glasgow from 1-3 July 2010.

The International Symposium on Dental Hygiene is entitled New Concepts for the Millennium and will include a full programme of speaker, exhibition and social events, the symposium finishes with a closing ceremony beginning at 16:45 on Saturday 3 July.

The symposium will explore hundreds of new products and technologies.

---

**For inspiration for their practices.**

The British Dental Association’s annual conference and exhibition (20 - 22 May 2010 at the ACC, Liverpool) will be a vital diary date for all dental professionals who are looking for inspiration for the practice of the future.

The conference programme includes sessions on:

- Predictable occlusion and guidance in everyday practice
- Dental deterioration in England: complying with HTM01-05
- The future of dentistry: one united profession?
- Maximising your business opportunities

The exhibition will see all the industry’s most prominent suppliers and a number of new entries to the market also be a call for delegates to explore hundreds of new products and technologies.

For more information on the conference and exhibition, register on www.bda.org.uk or call 0845 16 66 625.

---

**The Association for Dental Aesthetics**

Prefer to say:

The Association for Dental Aesthetics has just published the results of its annual survey of facial aesthetics treatment and prices. The survey, which provides an essential guide for those fees charged for different procedures, includes for the first time newer treatments such as Dermaroller and IPL treatments, which have become more popular. Indeed, the average fees for most treatments have not increased and in the case of volumisers, they have even dropped.

Interestingly, though, this year’s results reveal a much wider discrepancy between the highest and lowest fees being charged for botulinum toxin treatment compared with last year, with the fees for three areas of treatment ranging from £167 to £317 and one area of treatment being offered for as little as £47.

The full report is issued free to CODE AAMA members. For more information about the report or more about the full report please visit the-face.co.uk, email info@the-FACE.co.uk or phone 01404 254 354. To watch videos on facial aesthetic treatments visit theYouTube channel paulcooke.
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**Press release for January 2010 Issue**

**Monthly Prize Draw winner**

Kemdent were very pleased to announce that Michael Dent of the Family Dental Practice in Lancashire has won £100.00 of Marks and Spencer vouchers. His fellow Kemdent was the Kemdent prize draw winner for October. He completed a Chick spec evaluation form for Diamond Capsules and it was entered into the Kemdent monthly prize draw.

Kemdent are currently funding a project to carry out extensive research into Diamond/GIC dental materials, with the support of Exeter University and Bristol Dental School. Kemdent have always valued the contribution of experienced dentists to help them research their products.

The completed evaluation forms will provide a valuable contribution to the project. For this reason Kemdent is offering an added incentive. Completed evaluation forms will be entered into a monthly prize draw with a chance to win £100.00 of M & S vouchers.

For more information on all Kemdent products call Jackie or Helen at Kemdent on 01793 700 996 or visit our website www.kemdental.co.uk

**Stress Grafting and Bone Augmentation: Hands on Cadaver Surgery**

The 2009 Stress Grafting and Bone Augmentation with Hands on Cadaver Surgery received an incredible response from delegates and offered outstanding training including:

- **Hands on dissection and live surgery** - Anatomy of bone loss • Surgical anatomy of the maxillary sinus • Indications for stress augmentation and grafting • Evidence base for maxillary sinus grafting procedures • Closed and open sinus lift procedures • Regenerative materials, science, handling, equipment and instrumentation • Introral bone harvesting techniques including block grafting for lateral augmentation • Patient communications and fee setting

Dr Kosy Koyun, Professor Cemal Ucer and Professor Vijay Mahtadinan are pleased to be accepting the next available course for this outstanding training on Thursday 8th-9th 10th July 2010.

Places are limited to ensure quality so book early to avoid disappointment. Contact Dr Kosy Koyun on 0207 214 488 or email koyun@kemdent.co.uk or cemalkucer@ukonline.co.uk

**Don’t Clean Mirrors, Use Everclear**

The first dental mirror that self-cleans. Everclear from Nexxus is a ground breaking Swiss design that uses the latest precision micro-technology to create a dental mirror that can be cleaned with the blink of an eye.

Everclear uses a high optical-polar mirror that spins away spray and debris to provide continuous visibility. Powered by a quiet motor, its micromagnets allow up to 180-degree change of the double-sided mirrors, which are floating on aerospace ceramic ball bearings.

The advantages of Everclear are obvious:

- **Visual accuracy** is increased and time saved with no repetitive cleaning.
- **Ergonomically balanced with a comfortable, non-slip, stainless steel handle**
- **Long lasting, rechargeable batteries, with an extra battery on charge ensuring continuous performance.**

Preserving uninterrupted crystal-clear image reflects, the Everclear dental mirror in a revolution in dental technology and an essential daily tool for every dentist.

For more information please visit www.nexxus.co.uk or email john.jesshop@blackwellsupplies.co.uk

**Key Focus**

**Super MAX WIPE**

Introduces the new ‘Super’ Max-Wipe hard surface disinfection wet wipe.

Top tradiotional manufacture a range of infection control products and wipes, the ‘Super’ Max-Wipe is the latest introduction to this family.

The Super Max-Wipe is effective against the following: MRSA, H1N1 Human Influenza Virus, E-Coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Entercoccus Faecalis, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB), C. Difficile Difficile vegetative cell formation (growing cells) of Gram positive organisms, HIV 1, Human Influenza Virus (HIV), Staphylococcus Aureus, Hepatitis C Virus (HCV), Aspergillus Niger, Candida albicans, VRE, MRSA, E-Coli.

And is tested to BS EN4476, BS EN12778, BS EN4240, BS EN13074 and BS EN4474.

The product is also currently undergoing testing for the highest European DSGM standards.

Each economy dispenser bucket contains 500 wipes, each wipe being 170x205mm, the wipes are on a non-ploy pouch in order to prevent premature evaporation of the product. The wipe concentrate is Ethanol, Propolan and Chlorhexidine Displuante with a pleasing lemon aroma.

In order to be able to re-use the plastic bucket container ‘Super Max-Wipe’ is also available in a refill pack.

To order or for further information telephone - 0844 414 0471 or visit our website www.topdentinel.com

**Solve Staffing Shortages!**

The New Year is when staff can often look for a new career and new opportunities, you can run a practice then that can make January a staffing headache for you! But, all the staff that you need could be just a click away. Visit PracticeCity.com and you place your vacancy and you can reach thousands! Simply place your ad whether it be for an associate, hygienist or dental nurse and you’re sure to find the right person for you.

Visit www.practicenext.com today and solve your staffing issues.

**Indley News**

**New Year Saving with Snappy**

The key for Dental Professionals treating children this year is to find that happy medium where the patient can be given valuable clinical treatment time without causing unnecessary stress in the waiting room. Snappy restorative GIC from Kemdent can see significantly on treatment times, meaning the patient can enjoy shorter dental visits whilst retaining quality dentistry.

Diamond Snappy GC is a walk in and park, gently prepares the enamel, leaves no bitter after taste and sets in less than 5 minutes from a mix of 3:1. A high degree of resistance to saliva as soon as the material is placed and long lasting caries in deciduous teeth. It comes in a natural white shade with translucent continuity to improve the intrinsic luster of the new enamel.

The perfect solution for children visiting dentists in 2010.

**Special offer:** Buy 2 Snappy packs and receive 1 box free. Quote ref SS1. For more information or to place order call Andy or Helen on 01703 772000 or visit our website www.kemdent.co.uk
EndoCare are at the forefront of their field in terms of technology and training. The most important element for the practice is to focus on the human factor; the head to heart satisfaction of the patient is a priority, as well as maintaining relationships with referring practitioners.

Clinical Director Michael Sullivan calls the EndoCare team “dedicated to ensuring your patients’ well-being”. As part of their aftercare service, EndoCare also schedule a free appointment to return in 6 months to ensure the team can check on the treatment and chat with the patient about their recovery.

EndoCare works as a part of your team to deliver outstanding successful treatment and a level of customer care that is exceptional.

For more information about EndoCare or to receive your free referral pack please call 020 7224 0999 or email reception@endocare.co.uk or visit www.endocare.co.uk

The BACD aims to provide all dental healthcare professionals interested in cosmetic dentistry with a forum where they can meet and share their knowledge. The Academy promotes excellence through education and actively encourages professional development.

For more information contact Suzy Rowlands on 0207 612 4166 or email info@bacd.com www.bacd.com

Kavo Everest CAD/CAM
EndoCare – Working to help select the patients the ultimate care and expert special treatments!

Many dentists have trusted the specialist team at EndoCare to treat and care for their patients for a number of years and have found the process ‘effortless’ and ‘stress-free’.

EndoCare are at the forefront of their field in terms of technology and training. The most important element for the practice is to focus on the human factor; the head to heart satisfaction of the patient is a priority, as well as maintaining relationships with referring practitioners.

Clinical Director Michael Sullivan calls the EndoCare team “dedicated to ensuring your patients’ well-being”. As part of their aftercare service, EndoCare also schedule a free appointment to return in 6 months to ensure the team can check on the treatment and chat with the patient about their recovery.

EndoCare works as a part of your team to deliver outstanding successful treatment and a level of customer care that is exceptional.

For more information about EndoCare or to receive your free referral pack please call 020 7224 0999 or email reception@endocare.co.uk or visit www.endocare.co.uk

Booksoon wips and foam for infection control

Single-use disinfecting products are both effective and gentle on your equipment. The new Booksoon’s wipes and foam prevent the downgrading of dental louges, protect from pathogens, with causing any degradation of surface finishes or patient comfort.

Booksoon Wet Wipes have been proven to combat non-enveloped adenovirus and enveloped viruses including Hepatitis B, C and HIV, with a >60-second bacterial effect, as well as being biodegradable and ideal for the environment.

Booksoon foam is a ready to use solution. Proven against Hepatitis B and HIV in under 5 minutes (BHIV antigen test), fungi and bacteria in 15 minutes, and also combat d-cylcotic RCT, 11204, bacillus, linera and streptococcus, it comes in a biodegradable dispenser.

With the freshly scented Wet Wipes packaged in sealed tubs of 100 and the foam in dispensers of 50 mL, Booksoon products, exclusively distributed by Blackwell Supplies, ensure that dentists can depend on quick, reliable, non-damaging disinfecting aids being to hand when they need them.

For more information please call John Ashop of Blackwell Supplies on 020 7224 1567, or e-mail john.ashop@blackwellsupplies.co.uk

Kavo Everest CAD/CAM

Innovative HTM 01-05 compliant Disinfection Solutions for Dentists

Nuive is constantly working to improve our Contiu range to make it easier for dental professionals. HTM 01-05 has led to a re-thinking of infection control procedures and Nuive has responded with a number of new products.

Anti Microbial Dental Impression Liquid, microbial wipes, surface wipes and disinfectant gels at source using Contiu to mix the alginate rather than water to effectively inhibit bacterial and fungal growth for several weeks without any shrinkage or distortion. Such bottle sizes make it possible to make all impressions in one go. The Contiu alcohol free hand wash and sanitising foam products are now available in sealed dispensers and wall mounted dispensers to comply with HTM 01-05.

For more information about how you can benefit from outstanding service and a world-class product range, freefromphone Wright Cotton on 0208 66 88 99 or visit www.nuive.co.uk

Kent Implant Studio Referral Evening

The Kent Implant Studio is dedicated to welcoming referrals from all over the country to an open evening at the Maidstone studio on March 2, 2010, from 6.30 pm.

Principal dentist Dr Shushill Dattani will be available to advise on the ways in which working alongside the Kent Implant Studio can benefit any referrals as follows:

• The highly-skilled team are happy to work as an extension of your own practice team, either at the Kent Implant studio or at your practice.

• The Kent Implant Studio works hard to build long-lasting, ongoing relationships with referring dentists, and as such ensures that patients are always returned to the referring surgeon once surgery is completed, ready for any further treatment and regular check-ups.

• Both referring dentists and their patients have access to excellent advice, treatment options, support and information for the duration of the treatment.

For further information on the Kent Implant Studio or to obtain a referral pack and Dental/Implant Courses please call 01622 877 205.

nuview-ltd.com

For more information please call Nuview on 01453 759659, or e-mail info@nuview-ltd.com

The Best conference I’ve EVER been to!”

Sixth Annual Conference 2009 ‘The Future of Cosmetic Dentistry’

The British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry’s (BACD) Sixth Annual Conference 2009 ‘The Future of Cosmetic Dentistry’ received widespread praise and approval for its location, catering, facilities and suitability for future meetings.

Enthusiastic delegates’ comments included:

“The best conference I’ve EVER been to!”

“Great congress, good speakers and interesting topics.”

“Very high quality of speakers and presentation.”

“Dr S Whitby was a very entertaining speaker. Lecture material and.veneer cementation tips were particularly useful.”

“Great congress, good speakers and interesting topics.”

The BACD aims to provide all dental healthcare professionals interested in cosmetic dentistry with a forum where they can meet and share their knowledge. The Academy promotes excellence through education and actively encourages professional development.

For more information contact Suzy Rowlands on 0207 612 4166 or email info@bacd.com www.bacd.com

Back By Demand

A convincing endorsement of those using an oscillating-rotating action comes as the Oral-B Pro 4000 Power with an oscillating-rotating action removed plaque and reduced gingivitis more effectively than manual toothbrushes in the short term and reduced gingivitis scores in studies over three months. No other powered designs were as consistently superior to manual toothbrushes.

These words do not come from Oral-B who developed the oscillating-rotating technology but from The Cochrane Oral Health Group, an independent organisation in the UK, set up to evaluate the effectiveness of manual toothbrushes.

For full information about Facilitate, contact your local Astra Tech sales specialist or give us a call on 0195 400586 or e-mail marketing@uk.astratech.com

Facilitate™ – Computer Guided Implant Treatment

Facilitate is a perfect planning tool for efficient, accurate and predictable implant treatment. Facilitate helps to ensure accuracy and can help to avoid unpleasant surprises during implant surgery. The ‘in the mouth’ 3D visualisation of the patient’s anatomy and the software helps you to measure and locate implants accurately and minimises any unwelcome surprises on the day.

The software program also contains 3D images of implants, abutments and teeth. This ensures efficient, accurate and reliable planning of implant positions, sizes and number of implants and abutments to be used. When you finish planning a case using Facilitate, you send the plan and order production of your patient’s customised surgical guide.

For more information on how your patients can benefit from Under Armour Performance Mouthwear, call The Dental Directory free on 0800 585 586 or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk or call Eric Scolm on 01708 575 668

Ergonomics at its Best

70 years of advanced research is reflected in the Vector chair's intuitively designed Vecto and Roomi dental stools. Focussed on improving comfort in the dental environment, these stools have been designed with three distinct yet integrated ergonomic components, the latest technology and like all Castellini systems, demonstrate ergonomics at its best.

The Vector stool features a height-adjustable, tilting, swivel backrest designed to accommodate all body sizes and shapes. Both stools are height adjustable with the use of a lever, simply lifted, then locked into position and swivel at any set inclination. The design is ergonomic and like all Castellini systems, demonstrate ergonomics at its best.

For further information about the comprehensive range of Castellini products call 0870 750 3311

The market leader for evidence-based solutions, Nobel Biocare, will be exhibiting at BD2010. As January 2010 saw the company enter its 15th year, the company’s key values of partnership, inspiration and innovation, creativity and potential have helped evolve the products from single training courses into the multi media learning platforms of today, and helped Smile-on become the source for cutting edge software and training resources.

Smile-on now offers a wide range of training options to dental professionals, including:

Interactive learning products such as e-learning packages to meet all needs.

Legislation driven governance schemes for health authorities and individuals.

Beepise learning schemes for implant and Restorative courses.

Live line web events such as webinars and online conferences.

The Smile-on team are always working to ensure that the programmes are responsive to the needs of the dental professional, and continue to offer expert guidance and help boost standards in the UK dental industry by promoting excellent patient care and patient satisfaction through education and training.

For more information call 020 7400 8989 or visit www.smile-on.com

Performance Mouthwear, call The Dental Directory free on 0800 585 586 or visit www.dental-directory.co.uk or call Eric Scolm on 01708 575 668

For more information about how you can benefit from outstanding service and a world-class product range, freefromphone Wright Cotton on 0208 66 88 99 or visit www.nuive.co.uk

‘Welcome Back Lisa’

The market leader for evidence-based solutions, Nobel Biocare is delighted to welcome back Lisa Rochie to the UK and Irish team.

For more information about how you can benefit from outstanding service and a world-class product range, freefromphone Wright Cotton on 0208 66 88 99 or visit www.nuive.co.uk
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